
 4 a. 1921-5; To save double 

 handling of slabs,  116 is 
“re-instated” Sth side  of  floor 
somewhere {that free side is 
‘renovated’ first}.  It’s one of first  
few relaid there from the 1860 {3} 
stacked arrangement covering  the 
Nth side {greyed} -  but it’s a wrong  

location by Public  Works.  4 

2.  1292, “translated” bones, secondary 

 burial when son Angus Mor next buried 
 in the “Tomb of his ancestors, sacred  
storehouse of his predecessors and….”.  

ST ORAN’S CHAPEL.  Slab No. 126 [“transitional”; pre-Iona school, later 13th c.]  

Eponymous “Donald [I]”? 
Its 6 key movements  c.1247-69  to 2000  [unique interpretation]. 

{not  to  scale} 

  altar 

5.  1977,  2nd uplift. To Abbey cloister. 

3.  c.1860,  1st non-ritual  uplift. Slab {only} by Iona Club and displayed 
in a position N-S along north wall on big “blocks” {pic 3 and greyed floor  area} 

4 b. 1926, RELACEMENT BLANK REPLICA - ”GRAVESLAB” 

INSERTED IN 1926 AFTER THE CONCRETE BLOCKS {of 1860} 
 DEMOLISHED LAST AND no. 126 ALREADY “RE-INSTATED” @ 4. 
No. 167, also done later, might have been reinstated correctly?  

6. 2000, returned  
 to wall by 
Historic Scotland 

See my “Six in Same Grave”; p.139;  Chapter VIII,    and  p.124  “Nine Kings and Lords”; 

“8 GRAVESLABS {I missing} : Equals those recorded as in or from St Oran’s Chapel.”  The extra 
“undecorated”  blanks  are not graveslabs in Argyll Vol 4 inventory of “carved stones–medieval”   

2000 

“mode of sepulture, according to the tradition of the country.”   If  the skeleton is 
disarticulated, it indicates  a secondary ritual process  to protect and perpetuate 
the “body politic”, the continuity of the  MacDonald Lordship [Ch VIII; pps 130-33].   

Ancestral  Tomb 
aligned  N-S  with 
the  three  ancient  
Tomaire nan Righ : eg, 
Aiden, 609, 
Bruide, 693,   
MacAlpin,  858,  
MacBeth, 1057, etc.   

  1926 
   {2} 

   A  BLANK 
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1. d.1247-69 ,  Donald [I] buried.  
The first in MacDonald Lord’s  
“Tomb of ancestors, south side  
of Teampull Odhrain” 

 His slab  moved over final “resting place” 

No 167 

4 b 

4 b 

c.1860 
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